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................. ABSTRACT
A numerical parametric study is conducted to simulate shock-induced combustion under
various free-stream conditions and varying blunt body diameter. A steady combustion front is
established if the free-stream Mach number is above the Chapman-Jouguet speed of the mixture,
whereas an unsteady reaction front is established if the free-stream Mach number is below or at
the Chapman-Jouguet speed of the mixture. The above two cases have been simulated for Mach
5.11 and Mach 6.46 with a projectile diameter of 15 mm. Mach 5.11, which is an underdriven
case, shows an unsteady reaction front, whereas Mach 6.46, which is an overdriven case, shows a
steady reaction front. Next for Mach 5.11, reducing the diameter to 2.5 mm causes the instabilities
to disappear, whereas for Mach 6.46, increasing the diameter of the projectile to 225 mm causes
the instabilities to reappear, indicating that Chapman-Jouguet speed is not the only deciding
factor for these instabilities to trigger. The other key parameters are the projectile diameter,
induction time, activation energy and the heat release. The appearance and disappaerance of the
instabilities have been explained by the one-dimensional wave interaction model.
H. H
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stoichiometric coefficient of product
corresponding to ita species and jth reaction
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INTRODUCTION
Some of the applications of supersonic research are the proposed National Aero-Space Plane,
the ram accelerator and Trans Atmospheric Vehicles. All of these vehicles rely on air-breathing
propulsion. The air-breathing engine removes the requirement to carry an oxidizer inside the
vehicle. Further, there is a substantial savings in weight and, therefore, the payload is higher. An
efficient propulsion system at hypersonic speeds requires that combustion take place at supersonic
speeds, i.e., combustion at supersonic mean airstream speed. The supersonic combustion speed is
required for airbreathers at high Mach numbers to reduce the unacceptable losses associated with
inlet deceleration to subsonic conditions. The scramjet [1,2] is an integrated airframe-propulsion
concept for a hypersonic airplane. Significantly increased propulsion efficiency in the Mach
6 to 15 range may be provided by the conventional diffusion-burning, air-breathing scramjet.
For airbreathers above Mach 15, another propulsion approach is required, e.g., greatly enhanced
(reduced loss) conventional scramjet and detonation wave engines.
Another proposed hypervelocity air-breathing propulsion scheme is the shock-induced com-
bustion or oblique detonation wave engine (ODWE [3]) where a shock is employed to increase
the temperature of the premixed fuel and air to a point that creates chemical reaction. The
term detonation is applied to the process where a shock and reaction front follow each other
very closely and are pressure coupled, while shock-induced combustion implies that the shock
wave and reaction front are decoupled. Thus, detonation is a limiting case of shock-induced
combustion. Up to about Mach 15, a scramjet has better performance than an ODWE, but after
that, ODWE performs better. This engine requires even more extreme integration with the "air-
frame." To avoid preignition, the fuel is injected from the vehicle forebody/nose region, inside
the shock layer but outside the boundary layer. The advantages of a shock-induced combustion
propulsion system include lower inlet losses and significant reduction in combustion weight, size,
heat transfer, and skin friction losses and cooling requirements. These advantages are due to
forebody region fuel-air mixing which obviates the need to contain the fuel-air mixing process
within a long combustorat high pressure.
Ballistic rangeexperimentsperformedin the 1960'sand 1970'sprovideanexcellentsource
for studyingsupersoniccombustion/detonation.Thephysicsof theseballistic rangeflows are
predominantlydrivenby reactionkineticsandconvectionphenomena.Thus,thecomplications
and uncertaintiesof diffusion and mixing are removedfrom the problem. Any discrepancy
betweentheexperimentaldataandnumericalcalculationscanbe attributedto eithernumerical
errorsor theimproperlymodelledchemicalkinetics.Zeldovich[4] suggestedthatcombustioncan
bestabilizedby theshockwaveproducedbybodiesmovingat supersonicspeedsin combustible
mixturesat various level of overdrive. In theseexperiments,projectileswerefired in different
premixedfuel-air mixtures,anddetonationstructuresaroundtheprojectileswererecorded.Every
gasmixturehasa detonationwavevelocityknownastheChapman-Jouget(C-J)velocity,which
is characteristicof themixture. Thedetonationwavevelocityis knownastheC-Jvelocityof the
mixturewheneverthe normalcomponentof theflow velocityfollowing thedetonationwave is
sonic. If thenormalcomponentof theflow velocityis subsonic,however,thedetonationwave
velocityis calledoverdrivenandif supersonic,thenit is knownasunderdriven.Thefree-stream
velocity is referredto as superdetonativeif the free-streamvelocity of the projectile is above
the C-J velocity of the reactivemixture. The detonationwavestructureis highly unstablefor
projectilevelocitiesthatarelessthantheC-Jvelocityof themixture.Thedetonationor reaction
front structureshowsacoupledshock-deflagrationsystemnearthestagnationline of thebody if
theprojectileis flying abovetheC-Jvelocityof thegasmixture.Thesetwo frontsseparatefrom
eachotheras_onemovesawayfrom thestagnationline. Theseparationbetweenthetwo fronts
occursassoonas the velocity componentnormalto the bow shockis equalto the detonation
velocity. The separationbetweenthe bow shockand thereactionfront is called the induction
zone.Lehr's [5] experimentalbaliistic rangeshadowgraphsfor Mach5.11 andMach 6.46 are
shownin Figs. 1 and2, respectively.A free-streamtemperatureof 292 K anda pressureof
42663.2N/m2 (320mm of Hg) areusedalongwith astoichiometricmixtureof hydrogenandair
in bothcases.In Fig. 1theprojectilevelocityis Mach5.11(whichis alsotheC-Jvelocity of the
mixture). It showsseparationof twodiscontinuitiesby inductionzone.The outerdiscontinuity
is thebow shock,andthe innerdiscontinuityis thereactionfront. The separationbetweenthe
two shocksis minimum nearthe stagnationregionand increasesdownstream.The induction
distanceis increasedasthe shockwavebecomesweakawayfrom thestagnationregionandthe
post-shocktemperaturereduces.Another feature to be noticed is the presence of instabilities
in the reaction front. The frequencies of these pulsations were determined to be 1.96 MHz.
It is seen in Fig. 2 that the reaction front for the Mach 6.46 case is coupled with the shock
near the stagnation line. The coupling continues until about 60 ° from the stagnation line, where
the reaction front starts decoupling from the bow shock. This coupling is caused by very high
post-shock temperatures, that cause a decrease in the induction distance. A close examination
of the shadowgraphs reveals that there is an increase in density as the flow crosses the bow
shock. The increase is noted by the color changes from light to dark. As the flow crosses the
reaction front, however, the color changes from dark to light, indicating a decrease in density
across the reaction front. This decrease is due to a large release of energy across the reaction
front that causes an increase in the temperature; since the pressure remains relatively constant,
the density must decrease.
By means of schlieren photography, Reugg and Dorsey [6] investigated the problems and
effects of stabilizing combustion on a 20 mm diameter spherical projectile in a stoichiometric
mixture of hydrogen and air at rest. Combustion produced detectable effects on the shapes and
positions of shock waves at Mach numbers between 4 and 6.5 and above a pressure of one-tenth
atmosphere. Strong combustion-driven oscillations were observed in front of the sphere with
frequencies of one-tenth megacycle per second. These oscillations were observed when the Mach
number was less than 6 for the one-half atmosphere pressure, and less than 5 for the one-quarter
atmosphere pressure. They also reported the results with methane-air and pentane-air mixtures.
Similar experiments were performed by Behren et al. [7] by firing 9 mm diameter plastic
spheresinto hydrogen-airand hydrogen-oxygenmixture at velocities of 1500-3000 m/sec.
Similar behaviour of transition from detonation wave stability to instability was observed when
the projectile velocities were decreased to nearly C-J velocity of the mixture.
Chernyi [8] reported on the experiments of firing a sphere-nosed cylinder into hydrogen-
oxygen and hydrogen-air mixtures. As in the case for self-sustained detonation, the flow field is
highly unstable under a wide range of conditions. In the case of blunt projectiles and exothermic
gas mixtures, the instabilities generate a highly regular, periodic flow structure under certain
conditions. He suggested the similarity of these instabilities to the cellular structure of flame.
McVey and Toong [9] conducted similar experiments where projectiles were fired into
lean acetylene-oxygen and stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures. They developed the wave
interaction model to explain the detonation wave structure instabilities. Their model explains
how compression waves can be formed when a new reaction front develops in the induction zone
between the normal segment of the bow shock and the original reaction front. These compression
waves lead to a cyclic process which is compatible with most of the observed• features of the
flow. However, the compression wave strength remained unresolved in their wave-interaction
model, which is an important factor in determining if such a model is physically possible. Alpert
and Toong [10] included the effect of the compression wave strength and proposed a modified
form of the wave-interaction model.
Several researchers [11-15] have recently attempted to numerically simulate Lehr's ballistic
range experiments [5]. Youngster et al. [11] and Lee and Deiwart [12] simulated Lehr's
experimental data for Machs 4.18, 5.11, and 6.46. They used Euler equations coupled with
species equations to capture the shock and the reaction front. The reaction model used was
a hydrogen-air mixture of six species and an inert gas such as Argon or Nitrogen and eight
reactions. The flow field was foundto be steady despite the experimental evidence that the flow
field is unsteady. For the test conditions of stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture, the detonation
wave speed of the mixture is Mach 5.11. It has been demonstrated experimentally by Lehr that
Machs5.11 and4.18 show detonationwave structuralinstabilitiesthat disappearif the flight
Mach numberis increasedbeyondMach5.11. Further,the flow field wasnot well resolved.
Their blunt bodycalculationsused32x 32and57×41 sizegrids,respectively.Thesegridswere
not sufficientto resolvethe flow field correctly.
Wilson andMacCormack[13] conducteda detailednumericalinvestigationof the shock-
inducedcombustionphenomena.Euler equationsand a 13-species,33-reactionschemistry
modelwas used. The validity of the reactionmodelsand the importanceof grid resolution
neededto properlymodel the flow physicswerealso shown. Highly resolvedcalculationsfor
Lehr's Mach5.11andMach6.46caseswith anadaptivegrid wereperformed.Thecalculations
werenot time accurate;therefore,theunsteadybehaviorwasnot captured.
Sussmanand Wilson [14] also studiedthe instabilities in the reactionfront for a Mach
numberof 4.79. Euler equationsanda 13-species,33-reactionschemistrymodelwas again
used.Theyhaveproposeda newformulationbasedon logarithmictransformation.Thenumber
of grid pointsneededto properlyresolvethereactionfront is greatlyreduced.They successfully
simulatedthe unsteadycase.However,thefrequencywasslightly underpredicted.
MatsuoandFujiwara[15] havestudiedtheinstabilitiesof shock-inducedcombustionaround
anaxisymmetricbluntbodywithEulerequationsandasimplifiedtwo-stepchemistrymodel.The
growthof periodicinstabilitiesby a seriesof simulationswith varioustip radii wasinvestigated;
theseperiodic instabilitiesare relatedto shock-standoffdistanceand induction length. They
proposeda newmodelbasedon McVeyandToong'smodel [9] thatexplainedtheinstabilities
in the reactionfront.
The appearanceor disappearanceof the instabilitiesin the structureof the reactionfront
with variousMach numbershasbeenstudiedin details,and a satisfactoryexplanationof the
variousflow phenomenahave beenexplainedby the wave-interactionmodel by McVey and
Toong[9]. The instabilitiesoriginatein the inductionzonethat separatesthe bow shockand
the exothermicreactionfront in the noseregionof the flow field and thenspreadsoutwards.
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But the disappearance of instabilities by reducing the projectile diameter while keeping the same
Mach number has not been clarified yet. The objective of this study is to isolate the various
key parameters for the appearance and disappearance of these instabilities such as projectile
diameter, induction time, heat release, activation energy and to explain the physics of the
observed phenomena by a wave interaction model. In order to capture the physical instabilities,
the calculations must be carded out for long times to ensure that all relevant time scales are being
captured. Since all numerical schemes have some numerical diffusion, which is dependent on
the grid resolution, a coarse grid may damp these oscillations. Further, the numerical damping
added to the scheme in the reaction front vicinity may damp or alter the instability modes. The
axisymmetric version of the SPARK2D code [16], which incorporates a 9-species, 18-reactions
combustion model for hydrogen-air mixtures, is used to carry out the analysis.
BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The physical model for analyzing the flow field is described by the Navier-Stokes and species
continuity equations. For two-dimensional axisymmetfic flows, these equations are expressed
in physical coordinates as [16]
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The other terms appearing in vectors F, G, and H are defined as
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In Eq.
the mass fraction of the species is prescribed by satisfying the constraint equation
N,
Z fi = 1 (12)
i=1
The specific heat at constant pressure for each species is prescribed in Eq. (11) by a fourth-order
polynomial in temperature. The diffusion velocity of the ith species is obtained by solving the
Stefan-Maxwell equation, neglecting body force and thermal diffusion effects.
(1) only (Ns--1) species equations need to be considered in the formulation since
S ,, j - +Is,-j=l
This equation has to be applied only to (Ns--1) species. The diffusion velocity for the remaining
N,
species is prescribed by satisfying the constraint equation _ fiVi = 0, which ensures the
i=1
consistency.
CHEMISTRY AND THERMODYNAMIC MODELS
Chemical reaction rate expressions are usually determined by summing the contributions
from each relevant reaction path to obtain the total rate of change of each species. Each path is
governed by a law of mass action expression in which the rate constants can be determined from
a temperature dependent Arrhenius expression. In vector H, the term wi = MiCi represents the
net rate of production of species i in all chemical reactions and is modelled as follows :
N_ N,
Z uj'iSi _ Z uj'_Si ;j = 1,...Nr (15)
i=1 i=1
r:'vJ"" CRY"' (16)
j=l m=l m=l
where Eq. (14) is a representation of an Nr-step chemical reaction and Eq. (15) is the production
rate for the ith species, as determined from the law of mass action. The reaction constants xfj
and Xbj are calculated from the following equations
xfj=AjTaJexp(_) ;j=l, .... Nr
k u /
(17)
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Xbj = xf¢ ," j = 1, ....N_. (18)
I£eqj
The equilibrium constant appearing in Eq. (18) is given by
where
xeqj = exp ; j = 1, .... Nr (19)
Ns Ns
Anj = _ uj._i- Z u} i; J = 1, ...NT (20)
i=1 i=1
N, N_
AGRj = Z " S-" tujig i -- _ ;ujigi j = 1, .... N,. (21)
i=1 i=1
-_i=AiT(1-lnT)-(@)T2-(@)T 3
(22)
- -_ +Fi-GiT;i=l, ..... Ns
The forward rate for each reaction is determined by Eq. (17) which is based on the Arrhenius
law. The appropriate constants Aj, aj, and q for the H2-air reaction system can be found in
[17]. The reverse rate is then calculated from Eq. (18). The Gibb's free energy of each species
in gi is obtained from the expression for Cpi.
The hydrogen-air combustion mechanism used in this work is based on the Jachimowski
hydrogen-air model [17] which uses 9 species and 18 reactions. The species are N2, O2, H2,
OH, H, O, H20, HO2, and H202. Each of the 18 reactions can proceed in the forward and
backward directions. The reactions are
1) 02 + H 2 =OH + OH
2) 02 + H= OH + O
3) H2 + OH _ H20 + H
4) H2 + O = OH +H
5) OH + OH _ H20 + O "
6) OH + H + M = H20 + M
7) H+H+M_ H2 +M
10
8) H + 02 + M _ HO2 + M
9) HO2 + OH _ H20 + M
10) HO2 + M _ H2 + 02
11) HO 2 + H = OH + OH
12) HO2 + O = OH + 02
13) HO2 + HO2 _ H202 + 02
14) HO2 + H2 = H202 + H
15) H202 + OH = H20 + HO2
16) H202 + H = H20 + OH
17) H202 + O = HO2 + OH
18) H202 +M = OH+ OH+M
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The governing equations are transformed from the physical domain (x, y) to a computational
domain (_, r/) using an algebraic grid generation technique. In the computational domain, Eq.
(1) is expressed as
where
oO oP
(23)
O = UJ, P = Fy n - Gxn
0 = Gx_ - Fy_, H = HJ (24)
J = x_y_ - y_x,_
MacCormack's [ 18] method is used to solve the governing equations. The scheme is second-order
accurate in time and space, which results in a spatially and temporally discrete, simultaneous
system of equations at each grid point. The system of equations is solved subject to initial and
boundary conditions. At the supersonic inflow boundary, all flow quantities are specified as free-
stream conditions. At the supersonic outflow boundary, all flow quantities are extrapolated from
I1
interior grid points. Although full Navier-Stokes(N-S) equationsareused,the slip conditions
areusedto numericallysimulatethe inviscid flow. A flow tangencyor slip boundary condition
is implied on solid wall. The wall temperature and pressure are extrapolated from interior grid
points. Initial conditions are obtained by specifying free-stream conditions throughout the flow
field; the resulting set of equations is marched in time.
The Lax-Wendroff type schemes are inherently unstable and, hence, higher order numerical
dissipation terms are often necessary to get a stable solution. For a non-reacting flow field, an
artificial viscosity based on temperature and/or pressure is traditionally used, but in chemically
reacting flows, in addition to temperature and pressure gradients, there may be strong species
concentration gradients. To suppress the numerical oscillations in the induction zone (where
the gradients in the concentration of reactants and products are very strong), additional artificial
viscosity based on H20 mass fraction similar to the one used by Singh et al. [19] is used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The key parameters for the onset of periodic unsteadiness have been identified as (1)
induction time, (2) reaction rate constant, (3) activation energy, (4) heat release and (5) projectile
nose radius. In this study we shall be discussing the effect of various nose radii on the stability
of the reaction front while keeping the first four parameters constant by choosing a particular
reaction model and by fixing the free-stream Mach number.
When a blunt body is moving through a reactive mixture at hypersonic speeds, a bow shock
is formed ahead of the body, and the temperature of the fuel-air mixture, after the bow shock,
is sufficiently high to initiate the reaction. Once ignition starts, chemical energy is released and
another discontinuity known as the reaction front is formed. In the induction zone, temperature
and pressure remain relatively constant at the post shock conditions, while the concentrations of
radicals build up very rapidly. The flow attains equilibrium due to large residence time in the
stagnation zone, while away from the stagnation zone, the flow is in a state of non-equilibrium.
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The numerical simulation is carried out for the free-stream conditions given in Table 1.
Table 1
Free-stream conditions and different nose radii used
MOO
5.11
6.46
Dp_ mm
i) 15
ii) 2.5
iii) 15
iv) 150
v) 225
Poo, N/m 2
42663.22 (320 mm)
42663.22 (320 mm)
T_, k
292
292
The premixed fuel oxidizer mixture is taken as 2H2 + 02 + 3.76N2, and the stoichiometric
chemical reaction for the system can be written as
2H2 + O2 + 3.76N2 ---+ 2H20 + 3.76N2
Calculations have been carried out for a grid with 197 points in the circumferential direction
and 152 points in the normal direction. This grid was chosen based on the earlier work by Ahuja
et al. [20] where the flow field was shown to be adequately resolved with this grid. For the
present stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture, the C-J velocity is Mach 5.11. Thus, for the Mach
6.46 case, the projectile speed is significantly above the detonation velocity of the mixture. If
the free-stream velocity of the projectile is around the C-J detonation velocity of the mixture,
unsteady flow phenomenon can occur. As given in Table 1, we shall be discussing five cases,
two cases with Mach 5.11 and projectile diameters of 15 mm and 2.5 mm, and the remaining
three cases with a Mach number of 6.46 and projectile diameters of 15 mm, 150 mm, and 225
mm. In all the calculations the residuals dropped by three orders in 12,000 iterations and then
remained constant.
13
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Case(i): Mach 5.11and projectile diameter of 15 mm
First the projectile diameter was chosen as 15 mm for the free-stream Mach number of
5.11. Figure 3 shows the contour plot of temperature, and Fig. 4 shows the contour plot of
water mass fraction. The bow shock is very smooth, but the reaction front shows oscillations,
which is more clearly seen in the inset enlarged view. The bow shock and the reaction front
are separated from each other by the induction distance as is clearly seen in Fig. 5 which is the
contour plot of density. The separation is minimum at the stagnation line and increases away
from it because of low post-shock temperature away from the stagnation region. A comparison
with Fig. 1 shows that all flow features are very well captured. The calculated frequencies of
these oscillations [20] were found to be in good agreement with the experimentally observed
frequency [5, 21].
Case (ii): Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter of 2.5 mm
Next the diameter of the projectile was reduced to 2.5 mm while keeping the same free-stream
Mach number of 5.11. Other free-stream conditions were also kept the same. Figure 6 shows the
temperature contours, and Fig. 7 shows the density contours. Both the shock and the reaction
front are very smooth. This is much more clear from the water mass fraction contours shown in
Fig. 8 with an inset enlarged view showing smooth reaction front. Thus, reducing the projectile
diameter caused the instabilities to disappear.
Case (iii): Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter of 15 mm
In this case the incoming Mach number was increased to 6.46, making it a superdetonative
case, while keeping the projectile diameter of 15 mm as in case (i). Figure 9 shows the contour
plot of density for Mach 6.46. The bow shock and the reaction front can be clearly seen in the
figure. They are coupled with each other near the stagnation line and up to about 60 degrees
from the nose, at which point they start decoupling from each other by the induction distance.
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This occursbecausebow shockis almostnormalnearthe stagnationline andthe post-shock
temperatureis maximum.For Mach6.46,a very small inductiondistanceoccursasa resultof
the post-shocktemperatureremainingsignificantlyhigh up to somedistancenearthestagnation
zone.Away from thestagnationline,theinductiondistanceis increasedasaresultof decreasing
shockstrengthandpost-shocktemperature.A comparisonwith Fig. 2 showsthat all the flow
featuresareverywell captured.Figure10showsthecontourplot of temperature.A comparison
with Fig. 3 showsthat when the Mach numberis increasedfrom a C-J Mach numberof
5.11 to a superdetonativeMach numberof 6.46,while keepingthe sameprojectile diameter,
the instabilitiesin the reactionfront disappear.Thus, for the Mach 6.46 casewith projectile
diameterof 15mm, both thebow shockandthe reactionfront havea smoothprofile.
Case (iv): Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter of 150 mm
Next the projectile diameter was increased to 150 mm while keeping the same Mach number
of 6.46. Figure 11 shows the enlarged view of contour plot of water mass fraction for Mach
6.46, but with projectile diameter of 150 mm. The figure shows the waviness of the reaction
front, indicating that the reaction front is turning towards instability.
Case (v): Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter of 225 nun
Next, the diameter of the projectile was increased to 225 mm while keeping the same free-
stream Mach number of 6.46 as in the previous case. Figure 12 shows the enlarged view of
the water mass fraction contours, and the periodic instabilities of the reaction front are clearly
evident. Thus, increasing the projectile diameter from 15 mm to 150 mm and then to 225 mm,
while keeping the same superdetonative Mach number of 6.46, causes the transition of a stable
reaction front to an unstable one..The results of the above five cases have been summarized
in Table 2.
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5.11
6.46
Table 2
Summary of five test cases
Projectile Diameter
D
(i) 15 mm
(ii) 2.5 mm
(iii) 15 mm
(iv) 150 mm
(v) 225 mm
Profile of Reaction Front
Unstable
Stable
Stable
Slightly Unstable
Unstable
In order to have a clear understanding of the origin and propagation of the instabilities, an
x-t diagram for water mass fraction on the stagnation streamline between the bow shock and
the reaction front is drawn.
Figure 13 shows the x-t plot of water mass fraction along the stagnation line for the Mach
5.11 for a 15 mm projectile diameter with an overlay of pressure to show the location of shock
front• Fig. 14 shows the x-t plot of water mass fraction along the stagnation line for Mach 5.11,
but with a projectile diameter of 2.5 mm. In the former case the reaction front clearly shows
periodic oscillations, whereas the later case shows a smooth reaction front. The instabilities for
Mach numbers lower than the C-J Mach number are due to the ignition delay• What causes these
instabilities to disappear for the same Mach number of 5.11 but lower projectile diameter will be
explained in subsequent paragraphs. A similar trend which was observed for the superdetonative
case of Mach 6.46, where increasing the diameter causes the instabilities to reappear, shall also
be discussed. A qualitative study of the frequencies, shock structure, pressure, and stagnation
temperature associated with the projectile velocities, shows that the reciprocal frequencies or
I6
periods of oscillation are equal to the induction time for the ignition of hydrogen-air mixtures.
Many features of the non-steady flow regimes appear to originate from near the stagnation
region behind the normal segment of the bow shock. Also, there is clearly a relationship
between the periodicity of these flow features and the magnitude of the chemical induction time.
The appearance and disappearance of these instabilities with various nose diameters have been
explained with a wave interaction model as proposed by McVey and Toong [9]. Figure 15
shows a schematic x-t diagram for the wave interaction model for Mach 5.11 and with projectile
diameters of 15 mm and 2.5 mm. For the diameter of 15 mm, the beginning of the cycle is shown
at a time when the overtaking of the bow shock by a compression wave in the induction zone
takes place. Since chemical induction time is exponentially dependent on the gas temperature,
the contact discontinuity (DC1) generated when the incident compression wave overtakes the
bow shock has an important effect on the location of a reaction front. Exothermic reaction
takes place on the upstream side of the contact discontinuity (DC1) before beginning on the
downstream side due to the difference in the gas temperature on the upstream and downstream
sides of the contact discontinuity. It is this beginning of exothermic reaction on only one side
of the contact discontinuity which constitutes the formation of a new reaction front. The ratio
of chemical induction time across the discontinuity is a measure of where the new reaction front
will be located relative to the original reaction front. Since the gases are hot on the upstream side
of the contact discontinuity, they begin to react, generating compression waves which propagate
upstream and downstream. This is shown in the figure by (CW2) and (CW3). At a somewhat later
time, the contact discontinuity reaches the position of the original reaction front, extinguishing
the reaction at this front and generating rarefaction waves (RW1) and (RW2). The upstream-
facing compression wave (CW2) eventually overtakes the bow •shock and thus results in the
generation of another contact discontinuity (DC2). Presence of both rarefaction and compression
waves in the induction zone makes it possible for a periodic wave interaction process.
It is clear from the above discussion that a compression wave moving towards the bow shock
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is overtakenby a rarefactionwave in eachcycleof the wave-interactionprocess.During this
processthecompressionwavegetsattenuatedby ararefactionwave. If Ms1is theMachnumber
of the incidentcompressionwave(CWl) or weakshock,then(Msl)maxis generallyof theorder
of 1.01. A wave interactionprocesscannotbe initiatedby anunattenuatedcompressionwave
sincetheMachnumber(Msl) of suchawaveis muchgreaterthan(Msl)max.On theotherhand,
if asufficientlyweakcompressionwavedoesinitiatethewaveinteractionprocess,theattenuation
of the first andeachsubsequentcompressionwaveby a rarefactionwavemust besustainedin
orderthat the Machnumberof eachreactionshock,which finally overtakesthebow shock,be
lessthan(Msl)max.Whenthisconditionis satisfied,thenonly thecyclic processis feasible.The
validationof this phenomenawith a shock-fittingmethodshallbepresentedin future studies.
Theimportanceof acompressionwavereflectingoff theprojectilenosehasnotbeenclarified
in the McVey and Toongmodel. The compressionwave which travelstowardsthe projectile
reflects from it and finally overtakesthe bow shock. This overtakingof the bow shockby
the reflectedcompressionwave from the projectile takesplacealmostat the sametime that
a newly formedcompressionwavefrom thenew reactionfront hasovertakenthe bow shock.
Consequently,thiscontributesto strengtheningthe compressionwavecomingfrom thereaction
front.
Thus, whenwe comparethe unstableMach5.11casewith a projectilediameterof 15mm
with thestablecaseof a projectilediameterof 2.5mm, it is clearthatthe 15mm diametercase
hasgreatershockstand-offdistancethan that with a diameterof 2.5 mm. Thus, the reflected
compressionwavefrom theprojectilenosecomingbackto overtakethebow shockto strengthen
the compressionwave originatingat thereactionfront, would havebecomequite weak. This
is becauseit undergoesa largenumberof interactionswith othercompressionwavesbetween
the reactionfront and the projectilenose. As shownin the figure, the strengthof the shock
Ps/P3is lessthanthestrengthof theoriginal reflectedshockwhich is P2/P1.Now, if the shock
standoffdistanceis larger,the reflectedcompressionwave would encountera greaternumber
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of interactions,andwith everyinteraction,its strengthwould decrease. Although this reflected
compression wave strengthens the compression wave originating at the reaction front, the Ms
is still less than (Msl)max and, therefore, the periodic instabilities are sustained. On the other
hand, when the projectile diameter is 2.5 mm, the reflected compression wave has to travel
a very short distance before it reaches the reaction front to strengthen the compression wave
originating there. Moreover, because of the short shock stand-off distance, it does not encounter
many interactions with other compression waves. Although P3/P2 of the reflected wave is less
than P2/P1 of the compression wave reaching the projectile, it is still very strong by the time it
reaches the reaction front. Thus, when it overtakes the bow shock, it strengthens the compression
wave much more than the preceeding 15 mm diameter case. This causes Ms of the compression
wave to be much greater than (Msl)max , and this leads to unattenuated compression waves and,
hence, periodicity disappears.
Again, when referring to the Mach 6.46 case with a projectile diameter of 15 mm, a stable
reaction front is observed, whereas increasing the diameter to 225 mm causes the instabilities
to reappear. For the 225 mm case where the shock stand-off distance is much higher than the
15 mm case, the shock wave reflected off the projectile body becomes much weaker before
strengthening the compression wave generated at the new reaction front. Thus, the compression
wave generated at the new reaction front has Ms less than (Msl)max and, therefore, a cyclic
process is sustained. On the other hand, for the projectile diameter of 15 mm where the shock
stand-off distance is much smaller, the reflected compression wave from the projectile body
strengthens the compression wave generated at the new reaction front much more and, therefore,
leads to unattenuated compression waves. Consequently, the cyclic process for the 15 mm
diameter and Mach 6.46 case cannot be sustained.
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CONCLUSIONS
Numerical studies with different projectile diameters and Mach numbers indicate that
Chapman-Jouget velocity is not the only parameter for triggering the instabilities. The other
parameters are induction time, reaction rate constant, projectile diameter, activation energy and
heat release. The reason for the appearance and disappearance of instabilities could be attributed
to attenuated or unattenuated compression waves which depend upon the strength of the reflected
compression wave from projectile body, the strength of which in turn depends upon the shock
stand-off distance and, hence, the projectile diameter. Thus, it is concluded that a subdetonative
case can also lead to a stable reaction front by having an appropriate small diameter projec-
tile, and a superdetonative case can also lead to an unstable reaction front by having a larger
diameter projectile.
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Figure 1 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at
Mach 5.11 into a premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture.
Figure 2 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at
Math 6.46 into a premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture.
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Figure 3 Contour plot of temperature for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure. 4 Contour plot of water mass fraction for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 5 Contour plot of density for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 6 Contour plot of temperature for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 2.5 mm.
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Figure 7 Contour plot of density for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 2.5 mm.
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Figure 8 Contour plot of water mass fraction for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 2.5 mm.
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Figure 9 Contour plot of density for Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 10 Contour plot of temperature for Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 11 Enlarged view of contour plot of water mass
fraction for Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter 150 mm.
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Figure 13 x-t Plot of water mass fraction along stagnation
streamline for Mach 5.11 and Projectile diameter 15mm
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Figure 14 x-t Plot of water mass fraction along stagnation
streamline for Mach 5.11 and Projectile diameter 2.5 mm
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ABSTRACT
A numerical parametric study is conducted to sim-
ulate shock-induced combustion under various free-
stream conditions and varying blunt body diameter. A
steady combustion front is established if the free-stream
Mach number is above the Chapman-Jouguet speed of
the mixture, whereas an unsteady reaction front is es-
tablished if the free-stream Mach number is below or at
the Chapman-Jouguet speed of the mixture. The above
two cases have been simulated for Mach 5.11 and Mach
6.46 with a projectile diameter of 15 mm. Mach 5.11,
which is an underdriven case, shows an unsteady reac-
tion front, whereas Mach 6.46. which is an overdriven
case, shows a steady reaction front. Next for Mach
5.11, reducing the diameter to 2.5 mm causes the insta-
bilities to disappear, whereas for Mach 6.46, increas-
ing the diameter of the projectile to 225 mm causes
the instabilities to reappear, indicating that Chapman-
Jouguet speed is not the 0nly deciding factor for these
instabilities to trigger. The other key parameters are
the projectile diameter, induction time, activation en-
ergy and the heat release. The appearance and disap-
paerance of the instabilities have been explained by the
one-dimensional wave interaction model.
NOMENCLATURE
Aj reaction rate constant for the jt_ reaction
Ci concentration of i± species
Cpi constant pressure specific heat of ith
species
Dij binary diffusion coefficient of ith and jth
species
Dp projectile diameter
E total (internal and kinetic) energy
_j activation energy of jth reaction
hiR base enthalpy of ith species
k thermal conductivity
_fj forward rate constant for jth reaction
/_bj backward rate constant for jth reaction
_ equilibrium constant for jth reaction
Mi molecular weight of i th species
Ns number of chemical species_
Nr number of chemical reactions
p pressure
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Ri
T
U
V
Xi
x
gas constant of i th species
temperature
x-component of the velocity
x-component of the diffusion velocity of
the i th component
y-component of the velocity
y-component of diffusion
ith species
mole fraction of i th species
velocity of
streamwise coordinate in the physical
domain
y normal coordinate in the physical domain
O_j temperature coefficient in reaction rate
expression for jth reaction
AGRj Gibbs free energy change for the jth
reaction
An] molar change for the jth reaction
7/ normal coordinate in the computational
domain
A second viscosity coefficient
# dynamic viscosity
_']i stoichiometric coefficient of reactant
corresponding to i th species and jth reaction
_]' stoichiometric coefficient of product
corresponding to ith species and jth reaction
( streamwise coordinate in the computational
domain
p density
trx normal stress in the x-direction
try normal stress in the y-direction
_'xy shear stress in the xy plane
a]i production rate of ith species
INTRODUCTION
Some of the applications of supersonic research
are the proposed National Aero-Space Plane, the ram
accelerator and Trans Atmospheric Vehicles. All of
these vehicles rely on air-breathing propulsion. The
air-breathing engine removes the requirement to carry
an oxidizer inside the vehicle. Further, there is a sub-
stantial savings in weight and, therefore, the payload
is higher. An efficient propulsion system at hyper-
sonic speeds requires that combustion take place at su-
personic speeds, i.e., combustion at supersonic mean
airstreamspeed.Thesupersoniccombustionspeedis
requiredforairbreathersathighMachnumberstore-
ducetheunacceptablelossesassociatedwithinletde-
celerationto subsonicconditions.Thescramjet[1,2]
isanintegratedairframe-propulsionconceptforahy-
personicairplane.Significantlyincreasedpropulsion
efficiencyin theMach6to 15rangemaybeprovided
by theconventionaldiffusion-burning,air-breathing
scramjet.ForairbreathersaboveMach15,another
propulsionapproachisrequired,e.g.,greatlyenhanced(reducedloss)conventionalscramjetanddetonation
waveengines.
Anotherproposedhypervelocityair-breathing
propulsionschemeis theshock-inducedcombustion
orobliquedetonationwaveengine(ODWE[3])where
ashockisemployedtoincreasethetemperatureofthe
premixedfuelandair to a pointthatcreateschem-
icalreaction.Thetermdetonationis appliedto the
processwherea shockandreactionfrontfolloweach
otherverycloselyandarepressurecoupled,while
shock-inducedombustionimpliesthatheshockwave
andreactionfrontaredecoupled.Thus,detonation
is a limitingcaseof shock-inducedcombustion.Up
toaboutMach15,a scramjethasbetterperformance
thananODWE,butafterthat,ODWEperformsbetter.
Thisenginerequiresevenmoreextremeintegration
withthe"airframe."Toavoidpreignition,thefuelis
injectedfromthevehicleforebody/noseregion,inside
theshocklayerbutoutsidetheboundarylayer.The
advantagesof ashock-inducedcombustionpropulsion
systemincludelowerinletlossesandsignificantre-
ductionincombustionweight,size,heatransfer,and
skinfrictionlossesandcoolingrequirements.These
advantagesareduetoforebodyregionfuel-airmixing
whichobviatestheneedtocontainthefuel-airmixing
processwithina longcombustorathighpressure.
Ballisticrangeexperimentsperformedin the
1960'sand 1970'sprovideanexcellentsourcefor
studyingsupersoniccombustion/detonation.The
physicsoftheseballisticrangeflowsarepredominantly
drivenbyreactionkineticsandconvectionphenomena.
Thus,thecomplicationsanduncertaintiesof diffusion
andmixingareremovedfromtheproblem.Anydis-
crepancybetweentheexperimentald taandnumerical
calculationscanbeattributedtoeithernumericalerrors
or theimproperlymodelledchemicalkinetics.Zel-
dovich[4]suggestedthatcombustioncanbestabilized
bytheshockwaveproducedbybodiesmovingatsuper-
sonicspeedsincombustiblemixturesatvariouslevel
of overdrive.In thesexperiments,projectileswere
firedindifferentpremixedfuel-airmixtures,anddeto-
nationstructuresaroundtheprojectileswererecorded.
Everygasmixturehasa detonationwavevelocity
knownastheChapman-Jouget(C-J)velocity,which
ischaracteristicof themixture.Thedetonationwave
velocityis knownastheC-] velocityof themixture
wheneverthenormalcomponentof theflowvelocity
followingthedetonationwaveis sonic.If thenormal
componentoftheflowvelocityis subsonic,however,
thedetonationwavevelocityiscalledoverdrivenandif
supersonic,thenit isknownasunderdriven.Thefree-
streamvelocityisreferredtoassuperdetonativeif the
free-streamvelocityoftheprojectileisabovetheC-1
velocityof thereactivemixture.Thedetonationwave
structureishighlyunstableforprojectilevelocitiesthat
arelessthantheC-Jvelocityof themixture.The
detonationorreactionfrontstructureshowsacoupled
shock-deflagrationsystemnearthestagnationli eof
thebodyif theprojectileis flyingabovetheC-Jveloc-
ityof thegasmixture.Thesetwofronts eparatefrom
eachotherasonemovesawayfromthestagnationli e.
Theseparationbetweenthetwofrontsoccursassoon
asthevelocitycomponentormalto thebowshock
is equalto thedetonationvelocity.Theseparation
betweenthebowshockandthereactionfrontiscalled
theinductionzone.Lehr's[5] experimentalballistic
rangeshadowgraphsforMach5.11andMach6.46are
shownin Figs.1and2, respectively.A free-stream
temperatureof292K and a pressure of 42663.2 N/m 2
(320 mm of Hg) are used along with a stoichiometric
mixture of hydrogen and air in both cases. In Fig.
1 the projectile velocity is Mach 5.11 (which is also
the C-J velocity of the mixture). It shows separation
of two discontinuities by induction zone. The outer
discontinuity is the bow shock, and the inner discon-
tinuity is the reaction front. The separation between
the two shocks is minimum near the stagnation region
and increases downstream. The induction distance is
increased as the shock wave becomes weak away from
the stagnation region and the post-shock temperature
reduces. Another feature to be noticed is the presence
of instabilities in the reaction front. The frequencies of
these pulsations were determined to be 1.96 MHz. It is
seen in Fig. 2 that the reaction front for the Mach 6.46
case is coupled with the shock near the stagnation line.
The coupling continues until about 60 ° from the stag-
nation line, where the reaction front starts decoupling
from the bow shock. This coupling is caused by very
high post-shock temperatures, that cause a decrease
in the induction distance. A close examination of the
shadowgraphs reveals that there is an increase in den-
sity as the flow crosses the bow shock. The increase
is noted by the color changes from light to dark. As
the flow crosses the reaction front, however, the color
changes from dark to light, indicating a decrease in
density across the reaction front. This decrease is due
to a large release of energy across the reaction front
that causes an increase in the temperature; since the
pressure remains relatively constant, the density must
decrease.
By means of schlieren photography, Reugg and
Dorsey [6] investigated the problems and effects of
stabilizing combustion on a 20 mm diameter spheri-
cal projectile in a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen
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andairatrest.Combustionproduceddetectableeffects
ontheshapesandpositionsof shockwavesatMach
numbersbetween4 and6.5andaboveapressureof
one-tenthatmosphere,Strongcombustion-drivenos-
cillationswereobservedin frontof thespherewith
frequenciesof one-tenthmegacyclep rsecond.These
oscillationswereobservedwhentheMachnumberwas
lessthan6 fortheone-halfatmospherepressure,and
lessthan5 for theone-quarteratmospherepressure.
Theyalsoreportedtheresultswithmethane-airnd
pentane-airmixtures.
SimilarexperimentswereperformedbyBehrenet
al. [7] byfiring9 mmdiameterplasticspheresinto
hydrogen-airndhydrogen-oxygenmixtureatveloci-
tiesof 1500-3000m/sec.Similarbehaviouroftransi-
tionfromdetonationwavestabilityto instabilitywas
observedwhentheprojectilevelocitiesweredecreased
tonearlyC-.,r velocityof themixture.
Chernyi[8] reportedontheexperimentsof fir-
ingasphere-nosedcylinderintohydrogen-oxygenand
hydrogen-airmixtures.Asinthecaseforself-sustained
detonation,theflow fieldis highlyunstableundera
widerangeof conditions.In thecaseof bluntpro-
jectilesandexothermicgasmixtures,theinstabilities
generateahighlyregular,periodicflowstructureunder
certainconditions.Hesuggestedthesimilarityofthese
instabilitiesto thecellularstructureofflame.
McVeyandToong[9] conductedsimilarexperi-
mentswhereprojectileswerefiredintoleanacetylene-
oxygenand stoichiometrichydrogen-airmixtures.
Theydevelopedthewaveinteractionmodeltoexplain
thedetonationwavestructureinstabilities.Theirmodel
explainshowcompressionwavescanbeformedwhen
a newreactionfrontdevelopsin theinductionzone
betweenthenormalsegmentofthebowshockandthe
originalreactionfront.Thesecompressionwaveslead
toacyclicprocesswhichis compatiblewithmostof
theobservedfeaturesof theflow.However,thecom-
pressionwavestrengthremainedunresolvedin their
wave-interactionmodel,whichis animportantfactor
indeterminingif suchamodelisphysicallypossible.
AlpertandToong[10]includedtheeffectofthecom-
pressionwavestrengthandproposeda modifiedform
of thewave-interactionmodel.
Severalresearchers[11-15]haverecentlyat-
temptedtonumericallysimulateLehr'sballisticrange
experiments[5]. Youngstertal. [11]andLeeand
Deiwart[12]simulatedLehr'sexperimentaldatafor
Machs4.18,5.11,and6.46.TheyusedEulerequa-
tionscoupledwithspeciesequationsto capturethe
shockandthereactionfront.Thereaction•modelused
wasahydrogen-airmixtureofsixspeciesandaninert
gassuchasArgonor Nitrogenandeightreactions.
Theflow fieldwasfoundto besteadydespitethe
experimentalevidencethattheflowfieldisunsteady.
Forthetestconditionsof stoichiometrichydrogen-air
mixture,thedetonationwavespeedof the mixture is
Mach 5.11. It has been demonstrated experimentally
by Lehr that Machs 5.11 and 4.18 show detonation
wave structural instabilities that disappear if the flight
Mach number is increased beyond Mach 5.11. Fur-
ther, the flow field was not well resolved. Their blunt
body calculations used 32×32 and 57×41 size grids,
respectively. These grids were not sufficient to resolve
the flow field correctly.
Wilson and MacCormack [13] conducted a de-
tailed numerical investigation of the shock-induced
combustion phenomena. Euler equations and a
13-species, 33-reactions chemistry model was used.
The validity of the reaction models and the importance
of grid resolution needed to properly model the flow
physics were also shown. Highly resolved calculations
for Lehr's Mach 5.11 and Mach 6.46 cases with an
adaptive grid were performed. The calculations were
not time accurate; therefore, the unsteady behavior
was not captured.
Sussman and Wilson [14] also studied the insta-
bilities in the reaction front for a Mach number of 4.79.
Euler equations and a 13-species, 33-reactions chem-
istry model was again used. They have proposed a
new formulation based on logarithmic transformation.
The number of grid points needed to properly resolve
the reaction front _s greatly reduced. They successfully
simulated the unsteady case. However, the frequency
was slightly underpredicted.
Matsuo and Fujiwara [15] have studied the in-
stabilities of shock-induced combustion around an ax-
isymmetric blunt body with Euler equations and a sim-
plified two-step chemistry model. The growth of peri-
odic instabilities by a series of simulations with vari-
ous tip radii was investigated; these periodic instabili-
ties are related to shock-standoff distance and induction
length. They proposed a new model based on McVey
and Toong's model [9] that explained the instabilities
in the reaction front.
The appearance or disappearance of the instabili-
ties in the structure of the reaction front with various
Mach numbers has been studied in details, and a sat-
isfactory explanation of the various flow phenomena
have been explained by the wave-interaction model by
McVey and Toong [9]. The instabilities originate in
the induction zone that separates the bow shock and
the exothermic reaction front in the nose region of the
flow field and then spreads outwards. But the disap-
pearance of instabilities by reducing the projectile di-
ameter while keeping the same Mach number has not
been clarified yet. The objective of this study is to iso-
late the various key parameters for the appearance and
disappearance of these instabilities such as projectile di-
ameter, induction time, heat release, activation energy
and to explain the physics of the observed phenomena
by a wave interaction model. In order to capture the
physicalinstabilities,thecalculationsmustbecarried
outforlongtimestoensurethatallrelevanttimescales
arebeingcaptured.Sinceall numericalschemeshave
somenumericaldiffusion,whichisdependentonthe
gridresolution,a coarsegridmaydamptheseoscil-
lations.Further,thenumericaldampingaddedtothe
schemein thereactionfrontvicinitymaydamporalter
theinstabilitymodes.Theaxisymmetricversionofthe
SPARK2Dcode[16],whichincorporatesa9-species,
18-reactionscombustionmodelforhydrogen-airmix-
tures,isusedtocarryouttheanalysis.
BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The physical model for analyzing the flow field is
described by the Navier-Stokes and species continuity
equations. For two-dimensional axisymmetric flows,
these equations are expressed in physical coordinates
as [16]
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In Eq. (1) only (Ns--1) species equations need to
be considered in the formulation since the mass fraction
of the species is prescribed by satisfying the constraint
equation
N,
f_ = 1 (12)
4=1
The specific heat at constant pressure for each species is
prescribed in Eq. (11) by a fourth-order polynomial in
temperature. The diffusion velocity of the t_ species
is obtained by solving the Stefan-MaxweU equation,
neglecting body force and thermal diffusion effects.
VXi
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• Thisequationhastobeappliedonlyto(Ns--1)species.
Thediffusionvelocityfortheremainingspeciesi pre-
N,
scribed by satisfying the constraint equation _ fi _ =
i=1
0, which ensures the consistency.
CHEMISTRY AND
THERMODYNAMIC MODELS
Chemical reaction rate expressions are usually de-
termined by summing the contributions from each rel-
evant reaction path to obtain the total rate of change
of each species. Each path is governed by a law of
mass action expression in which the rate constants can
be determined from a temperature dependent Arrhe-
nius expression. In vector H, the term wi = MiCi
represents the net rate of production of species i in all
chemical reactions and is modelled as follows :
N, N,
E ujiSi = E uJ_/Si ;j = 1, ...N_ (15)
i=1 i=1
= M, C2
j=l m=l m=l
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where Eq. (14) is a representation of an N,-step chem-
ical reaction and Eq. (15) is the production rate for the
i t_ species, as determined from the law of mass action.
The reaction constants ,¢_ and ,Cbj are calculated from
the following equations
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The equilibrium constant appearing in Eq. (18) is
given by
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The forward rate for each reaction is determined
by Eq. (17) which is based on the Arrhenius law.
The appropriate constants Aj, o_j, and q for the H2-
air reaction system can be found in [17]. The reverse
rate is then calcul_tted from Eq. (18). The Gibb's
free energy of each species in gi is obtained from the
expression for Cpi.
The hydrogen-air combustion mechanism used in
this work is based on the Jachimowski hydrogen-air
model [17] which uses 9 species and 18 reactions. The
species are N2, O2, H2, OH, H, O, H20, HO2, and
H202. Each of the 18 reactions can proceed in the
forward and backward directions. The reactions are
1) 02 + H2 =OH + OH
2) 02 + H_ OH+O
3) H2 + OHm-- H20+H
4) Hz + O= OH+H
5) OH + OH = H20 + O
6) OH + H + M _ H20 + M
7) H+H+M_H2+M
8) H + 02 + M _ HO2 + M
9) HO2 + OH = H20 + M
10) HO2 + M _- HE + 02
ll) HOz +H_--- OH+OH
12) HOz +O= OH+ Oz
13) HO: + HOz = HzOz + O2
14) HO2 + H2 _ H202 + H
15) H202 + OH = H20 + HO2
16) H202 + H = H20 + OH
17) HzO2 + O = HOz + OH
18) H202 + M = OH + OH + M
METHOD OF SOLUTION
The governing equations are transformed from the
physical domain (x, y) to a computational domain (_,
77)using an algebraic grid generation technique. In the
computational domain, Eq. (1) is expressed as
where
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MacCormack's [18] method is used to solve the gov-
erning equations. The scheme is second-order accu-
rate in time and space, which results in a spatially and
temporally discrete, simultaneous system of equations
at each grid point. The system of equations is solved
subject to initial and boundary conditions. At the super-
sonic inflow boundary, all flow quantities are specified
as free-stream conditions. At the supersonic outflow
boundary,allflowquantitiesareextrapolatedfromin-
teriorgridpoints.Althoughfull Navier-Stokes(N-S)
equationsareused,theslipconditionsareusedtonu-
mericallysimulatetheinviscidflow.A flowtangency
orslipboundaryconditionisimpliedonsolidwall.The
wall temperatureandpressureareextrapolatedfrom
interiorgridpoints.Initialconditionsareobtainedby
specifyingfree-streamconditionsthroughouttheflow
field;theresultingsetofequationsismarchedintime.
TheLax-Wendrofftypeschemesareinherently
unstableand,hence,higherordernumericaldissipation
termsareoftennecessarytogetastablesolution.Fora
non-reactingflowfield,anartificialviscositybasedon
temperatureand/orpressureis traditionallyused,butin
chemicallyreactingflows,in additionto temperature
andpressuregradients,theremaybestrongspecies
concentrationgradients.Tosuppressthenumerical
oscillationsin theinductionzone(wherethegradients
in theconcentrationf reactantsandproductsarevery
strong),additionalartificialviscositybasedonH20
massfractionsimilarto theoneusedbySinghetal.[19]is used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The key parameters for the onset of periodic un-
steadiness have been identified as (1) induction time,
(2) reaction rate constant, (3) activation energy, (4) heat
release and (5) projectile nose radius. In this study we
shall be discussing the effect of various nose radii on
the stability of the reaction front while keeping the first
four parameters constant by choosing a particular reac-
tion model and by fixing the free-stream Mach number.
When a blunt body is moving through a reactive
mixture at hypersonic speeds, a bow shock is formed
ahead of the body, and the temperature of the fuel-
air mixture, after the bow shock, is sufficiently high
to initiate the reaction. Once ignition starts, chemical
energy is released and another discontinuity known as
the reaction front is formed. In the induction zone,
temperature and pressure remain relatively constant at
the post shock conditions, while the concentrations of
radicals build up very rapidly. The flow attains equi-
librium due to large residence time in the stagnation
zone, while away from the stagnation zone, the flow is
in a state of non-equilibrium. The numerical simula-
tion is carried out for the free-stream conditions given
in Table 1.
Table 1
Free-stream conditions and
different nose radii used
Moo Dp_ mm
5.11 i) 15
ii) 2.5
6.46 iii) 15
iv) 150
v) 225
P_, NIm z Too, k
42663.22 292
(320 mm)
42663.22 292
(320 mm)
The premixed fuel oxidizer mixture is taken as
2H2 + O2 + 3.76N2, and the stoichiometric chemical
reaction for the system can be written as
2H2 + O2 + 3.76N2 ---+ 21-120 + 3.76N2
Calculations have been carried out for a grid with
197 points in the circumferential direction and 152
points in the normal direction. This grid was chosen
based on the earlier work by Ahuja et al. [20] where
the flow field was shown to be adequately resolved with
this grid. For the present stoichiometric hydrogen-air
mixture, the C-J velocity is Mach 5.1 I. Thus, for the
Mach 6.46 case, the projectile speed is significantly
above the detonation velocity of the mixture. If the
free-stream velocity of the projectile is around the C-
J detonation velocity of the mixture, unsteady flow
phenomenon can occur. As given in Table 1, we shall
be discussing five cases, two cases with Mach 5.11 and
projectile diameters of 15 mm and 2.5 mm, and the
remaining three cases with a Mach number of 6.46 and
projectile diameters of 15 mm, 150 mm, and 225 mm.
In all the calculations the residuals dropped by three
orders in 12,000 iterations and then remained constant.
Case (i): Math 5.11 and projectile diameter of 15
mm
First the projectile diameter was chosen as 15 mm
for the free-stream Mach number of 5.11. Figure 3
shows the contour plot of temperature, and Fig. 4
shows the contour plot of water mass fraction. The
bow shock is very smooth, but the reaction front shows
oscillations, which is more clearly seen in the inset
enlarged view. The bow shock and the reaction front
are separated from each other by the induction distance
as is clearly seen in Fig. 5 which is the contour plot of
density. The separation is minimum at the stagnation
line and increases away from it because of low post-
shock temperature away from the stagnation region. A
comparison with Fig. 1 shows that all flow features are
very well captured. The calculated frequencies of these
oscillations [20] were found to be in good agreement
with the experimentally observed frequency [5, 21].
Case (ii): Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter of 2.5
mm
Next the diameter of the projectile was reduced
to 2.5 mm while keeping the same free-stream Mach
number of5.11. Other free-stream conditions were also
kept the same. Figure 6 shows the temperature con-
tours, and Fig. 7 shows the density contours. Both the
shock and the reaction front are very smooth, This is
much more clear from the water mass fraction contours
shown in Fig. 8 with an inset enlarged view showing
smooth reaction front. Thus, reducing the projectile
diameter caused the instabilities to disappear.
Case (iii): Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter of 15
mm
In this case the incoming Mach number was in-
creased to 6.46, making it a superdetonative case, while
keeping the projectile diameter of 15 mm as in case
(i). Figure 9 shows the contour plot of density for
Mach 6.46. The bow shock and the reaction front can
be clearly seen in the figure. They are coupled with
each other near the stagnation line and up to about 60
degrees from the nose, at which point they start de-
coupling from each other by the induction distance.
This occurs because bow shock is almost normal near
the stagnation line and the post-shock temperature is
maximum. For Mach 6.46, a very small induction dis-
tance occurs as a result of the post-shock temperature
remaining significantly high up to some distance near
the stagnation zone. Away from the stagnation line,
the induction distance is increased as a result of de-
creasing shock strength and post-shock temperature. A
comparison with Fig. 2 shows that all the flow features
are very well captured. Figure I0 shows the contour
plot of temperature. A comparison with Fig. 3 shows
that when the Mach number is increased from a C-J
Mach number of 5.11 to a superdetonative Mach num-
ber of 6.46, while keeping the same projectile diameter,
the instabilities in the reaction front disappear. Thus,
for the Mach 6.46 case with projectile diameter of 15
ram, both the bow shock and the reaction front have
a smooth profile.
Case (iv): Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter of 150
mm
Next the projectile diameter was increased to 150
mm while keeping the same Mach number of 6.46.
Figure 11 shows the enlarged view of contour plot of
water mass fraction for Mach 6.46, but with projectile
diameter of 150 mm. The figure shows the waviness
of the reaction front, indicating that the reaction front
is turning towards instability.
Case (v): Mach 6.46 and projectile diami_ter of 225
mm
Next, the diameter of the projectile was increased
to 225 mm while keeping the same free-stream Mach
number of 6.46 as in the previous case. Figure 12
shows the enlarged view of the water mass fraction
contours, and the periodic instabilities of the reaction
front are clearly evident. Thus, increasing the projectile
diameter from 15 mm to 150 mm and then to 225 mm,
while keeping the same superdetonative Mach number
of 6.46, causes the transition of a stable reaction front
to an unstable one. The results of the above five cases
have been summarized in Table 2.
MOO
5.11
6.46
Table 2
Summary of five test
Projectile
Diameter
D
(i) 15 mm
(ii) 2.5 mm
(iii) 15 mm
(iv) 150 mm
(v) 225 mm
cases
Profile of
Reaction Front
Unstable
Stable
Stable
Slightly
Unstable
Unstable
In order to have a clear understanding of the origin
and propagation of the instabilities, an x-t diagram
for water mass fraction on the stagnation streamline
between the bow shock and the reaction front is drawn.
Figure 13 shows the x-t plot of water mass frac-
tion along the stagnation line for the Mach 5.11 for a
15 mm projectile diameter with an overlay of pressure
to show the location of shock front. Fig. 14 shows
the x-t plot of water mass fraction along the stagna-
tion line for Mach 5.11, but with a projectile diame-
ter of 2.5 mm. In the former case the reaction front
clearly shows periodic oscillations, whereas the later
case shows a smooth reaction front. The instabilities
for Mach numbers lower than the C-J Mach number
are due to the ignition delay. What causes these in-
stabilities to disappear for the same Math number of
5.11 but lower projectile diameter will be explained
in subsequent paragraphs. A similar trend which was
observed for the superdetonative case of Mach 6.46,
where increasing the diameter causes the instabilities to
reappear, shall also be discussed. A qualitative study
of the frequencies, shock structure, pressure, and stag-
nation temperature associated with the projectile veloc-
ities, shows that the reciprocal frequencies or periods
of oscillation are equal to the induction time for the
ignition of hydrogen-air mixtures.
Many features of the non-steady flow regimes ap-
pear to originate from near the stagnation region behind
the normal segment of the bow shock. Also, there is
clearly a relationship between the periodicity of these
flow features and the magnitude of the chemical induc-
tion time. The appearance and disappearance of these
instabilities with various nose diameters have been ex-
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plainedwithawaveinteractionmodelasproposedby
McVeyandToong[9]. Figure15showsaschematic
x-t diagramfor thewaveinteractionmodelforMach
5.11andwithprojectilediametersof 15mmand2.5
mm. Forthediameterof 15mm,thebeginningof
thecycleis shownata timewhentheovertakingof
thebowshockbya compressionwavein theinduc-
tionzonetakesplace.Sincechemicalinductiontime
isexponentiallydependentonthegastemperature,the
contactdiscontinuity(DC!)generatedwhentheinci-
dentcompressionwaveovertakesthebowshockhas
animportanteffectonthelocationofareactionfront.
Exothermicreactiontakesplaceontheupstreamsideof
thecontactdiscontinuity(DCI)beforebeginningonthe
downstreamsideduetothedifferencein thegastem-
peratureontheupstreamanddownstreamsidesofthe
contactdiscontinuity.It isthisbeginningofexothermic
reactionononlyonesideof thecontactdiscontinuity
whichconstitutestheformationofanewreactionfront.
Theratioofchemicalinductiontimeacrossthediscon-
tinuityisameasureofwherethenewreactionfrontwill
belocatedrelativetotheoriginalreactionfront.Since
thegasesarehotontheupstreamsideof thecontact
discontinuity,theybegintoreact,generatingcompres-
sionwaveswhichpropagateupstreamanddownstream.
Thisisshowninthefigureby(CW2)and(CW3).Ata
somewhatl ertime,thecontactdiscontinuityreaches
thepositionof theoriginalreactionfront,extinguish-
ingthereactionatthisfrontandgeneratingrarefac-
tionwaves(RWl)and(RW2).Theupstream-facing
compressionwave(CW2)eventuallyovertakesthebow
shockandthusresultsinthegenerationfanothercon-
tactdiscontinuity(DC2).Presenceof bothrarefaction
andcompressionwavesin theinductionzonemakesit
possibleforaperiodicwaveinteractionprocess.
It isclearfromtheabovediscussionthatacom-
pressionwavemovingtowardsthebowshockisover-
takenbyararefactionwaveineachcycleofthewave-
interactionprocess.Duringthisprocessthecompres-
sionwavegetsattenuatedbyararefactionwave.If
Mslis theMachnumberof theincidentcompression
wave(CW1)orweakshock,then(Msl)maxisgenerally
oftheorderof 1.01.A waveinteractionprocesscannot
beinitiatedbyanunattenuatedcompressionwavesince
theMachnumber(Msl)ofsuchawaveismuchgreater
than(Msl)max. On the other hand, if a sufficiently weak
compression wave does initiate the wave interaction
process, the attenuation of the first and each subse-
quent compression wave by a rarefaction wave must
be sustained in order that the Mach number of each
reaction shock, which finally overtakes the bow shock,
be less than (Msl)max. When this condition, is satisfied,
then only the cyclic process is feasible. The validation
of this phenomena with a shock-fitting method shall be
presented in future studies.
The importance of a compression wave reflecting
off the projectile nose has not been clarified in the
McVey and Toong model. The compression wave
which travels towards the projectile reflects from it and
finally overtakes the bow shock. This overtaking of
the bow shock by the reflected compression wave from
the projectile takes place almost at the same time that a
newly formed compression wave from the new reaction
front has overtaken the bow shock. Consequently,
this contributes to strengthening the compression wave
coming from the reaction front.
Thus, when we compare the unstable Mach 5.11
case with a projectile diameter of 15 mm with the sta-
ble case of a projectile diameter of 2.5 mm, it is clear
that the 15 mm diameter case has greater shock stand-
off distance than that with a diameter of 2.5 mm. Thus,
the reflected compression wave from the projectile nose
coming back to overtake the bow shock to strengthen
the compression wave originating at the reaction front,
would have become quite weak. This is because it un-
dergoes a large number of interactions with other com-
pression waves between the reaction front and the pro-
jectile nose. As shown in the figure, the strength of the
shock Ps/P3 is less than the strength of the original re-
flected shock which is P2/PI. Now, if the shock stand-
off distance is larger, the reflected compression wave
would encounter a greater number of interactions, and
with every interaction, its strength would decrease. Al-
though this reflected compression wave strengthens the
compression wave originating at the reaction front, the
Ms is still less than (Msx)max and, therefore, the periodic
instabilities are sustained. On the other hand, when the
projectile diameter is 2.5 mm, the reflected compres-
sion wave has to travel a very short distance before it
reaches the reaction front to strengthen the compres-
sion wave originating there. Moreover, because of the
short shock stand-off distance, it does not encounter
many interactions with other compression waves. Al-
though P3/P2 of the reflected wave is less than P2/PI of
the compression wave reaching the projectile, it is still
very strong by the time it reaches the reaction front.
Thus, when it overtakes the bow shock, it strengthens
the compression wave much more than the preceeding
15 mm diameter case. This causes Ms of the compres-
sion wave to be much greater than (Msl)max, and this
leads to unattenuated compression waves and, hence,
periodicity disappears.
Again, when referring to the Mach 6.46 case with
a projectile diameter of 15 mm, a stable reaction front is
observed, whereas increasing the diameter to 225 mm
causes the instabilities to reappear. For the 225 mm
case where the shock stand-off distance is much higher
than the 15 mm case, the shock wave reflected off the
projectile body becomes much weaker before strength-
ening the compression wave generated at the new re-
action front. Thus, the compression wave generated at
the new reaction front has Ms less than (Msl)max and,
therefore, a cyclic process is sustained. On the other
hand, for the projectile diameter of 15 mm where the
shockstand-offdistanceismuchsmaller,thereflected
compressionwavefromtheprojectiiebodystrengthens
thecompressionwavegeneratedatthenewreaction
frontmuchmoreand,therefore,leadstounattenuated
compressionwaves.Consequently,hecyclicprocess
for the15mmdiameterandMach6.46casecannot
besustained.
CONCLUSIONS
NumericaIstudieswithdifferentprojectilediame-
tersandMachnumbersindicatethatChapman-Jouge_
velocityis nottheor,{yparameterfor triggeringthe
instabilities. The other parameters are induction time,
reaction rate constant, projecti{e diameter; activation
energy and heat release. The reason for the appearance
and disappearance of instabilities could be attributed _
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Figure 1 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at
Mach 5.11 into a premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture.
Figure 2 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at
Mach 6.46 into a premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture.
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Figure 3 Contour plot of temperature for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 4 Contour plot of water mass fraction for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 5 Contour plot of density for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 6 Contour plot of temperature for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 2.5 mm.
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Figure 7 Contour plot of density for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 2.5 mm.
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Figure 8 Contour plot of water mass fraction for Mach 5.11 and projectile diameter 2.5 mm.
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Figure 9 Contour plot of density forMach 6.46and pr_ectile diameter 15mm.
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Figure 10 Contour plot of temperature for Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter 15 mm.
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Figure 11 Enlarged view :of contour plot of water mass
fraction for Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter 150 mm.
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Figure 12 Enlarged view of contour plot of water mass
fraction for Mach 6.46 and projectile diameter 225 mm.
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Figure 13 x-t Plot of water mass fraction along stagnation
streamline for Mach 5.11 and Projectile diameter 15mm
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Figure 14 x-t Plot of water mass fraction along stagnation
streamline for Mach 5.11 and Projectile diameter 2.5 mm
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